JOINING THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA ONLINE
MILD-MODERATE DISABILITIES (CERTIFICATION SPECIAL EDUCATION K-12 TEACHING) AT COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Meet the initial requirements:

☐ Resident of the state of Arizona ([Arizona domicile residency info](#)) and interested in fully online instruction.
☐ Interested in teaching special education in grades K-12.
☐ Watch UArizona Mild-Moderate Disabilities program overview [video](#).
☐ Connected with advisor [Jessica Lujan](#) by phone, email, or Zoom.
☐ Completion of prerequisite general education and pre-professional courses per advisor review: completed or near completion of an Associate’s degree in Elementary Education or Early Childhood from Community College, or Equivalent, or AGEC-A with 60 transferable units.
  • Transfer GPA requirement of 2.5 or above will be reviewed and required for admission.
☐ Acknowledgment that courses will be completed fully online, while fieldwork will be completed in-person at a school site (site TBD) once professional program begins. If applicant is working at school site, hours likely can be completed at current school.